Nanotechnology to a science deprived person, me P.S. 26/6/05 Minuteness and Miniaturization We discover that in the "infinite" smallness of micro-reality, down to the Strings Hypothesis, we can speak of "minute" as in a minuteness of an unbelievable degree: an atom made of billions of strings or something of that sort (blessed ignorance!). But we better not use the term miniaturized as in miniaturization, because that would have to refer to the miniature of what? In the realm of macro existence, i.e. the realm of the willful (the living), there is an implosion of relationships, not a "simple" presence of the minute, rather the minute is organized into miniature performances willed by life. In a way one can say that miniaturization is willful minuteness. In the absence of the minuteness of micro reality (things, etc.) willed into miniaturization, there is no possible complexity, the very stuff of life.
whale is not an assemblage of minuteness. It is the willed assemblage of minuteness, the will constituting the internal combustion engine that separates the living from the nonliving. A corkscrew or a space probe possessed by their own will would no longer be mechanism (mindless Howness); they would have become organisms. Not an ounce of wiN in the fully galactic fireworks, just space cavorting senselessly 15/7/05 Caught between the quasi-infinitely small domain of subparticles and the quasi-infinitely large domain of the cosmos, exists (becomes) the macro reality of seas and shoes, glaciers and martinis, Hollywood and slums. Amalfis and slums.
Toyotas and slums, universities and slums. ..the smorgasbord of things dished out by intellection, blessed and plagued by Howness. It is the macro presence we are. produce, and thrive in, utterly dependent from the micro and mega presence of the two quasi infinities.
The "infinitely" small generates the "infinitely" large via a Big Bang. For eons they are silently at each other, inseparable and ferocious on both micro and mega scales. The (first) "verb" of old fame did not surface, it was just an unspoken immensity micromanaged by the "infinitely" small. Eons later the deep voice spoke to the unspeaking duo. "You are getting nowhere. You, micro and you, mega are spinning for the sake of spinning. I will create the macro world. I, the creator of life."
The deep voice is a late coming buffoon (five to six million years ago). The fact seems to be that granules of macros dance acrobatically here and there in the ever so exotic nonsense of the micro-mega. It is life beginning to extrude itself from non life, life the willful .
The reflective intellection residing in macro reality, humankind, has no way of perceiving the "infinitely" small and the "infinitely" large. We construe them abstractly, via technology, physics, cosmology chemistry, and mathematics.
Philosophy attempts models of hyper-significance. Theology, however, is befuddlement and deception. Only the esthetic wrests tiny graceful accomplishments from the "infinitely" small and the "infinitely" large. It is the dramaturgy of Homo sapiens.
Since reality (and its mistero tremendo) is exclusively techne. i.e. how space is generating the endless geometries of the micro, mega, and macro (inclusive of string, wormholes, theorizing, galactic rages, conjecturing, pizzas, and passions). I would call it the Howness of space in constant metamorphosis, 25 2S and I would say that nanotech is the fidgeting of space in its geometries of the sub-atomic, cosmic and nanobiotech of the sub-cellular (life-making organisms). All of the above I take to fit my minimalist (lean) hypothesis that reality comes in two (consequential) parts:
Becoming of space, and Being, i.e. the repository, via memory of such Becoming into the space-less past. What happens, the succeeding nows, can't unhappen, therefore the past is "forever." I call it duration.
For years (fifty or so), I maintained that miniaturization, complexity, and duration are theconstituentsof religiousness.
The binding {religo), the mistero tremendo is dangling in front of our noses.
Recently, I had to add A, for automatism, to the holy triad,
Intellection, confined up to present in organisms not purely aware, but also self-aware, is then the tangible contextual "nature" of reality creating itself not via, but as M.C.D.A., the passionate nanobiotechnology of transcendence: full steam religion with not an angel or a great spirit in sight, no, "just plain" reality creating itself Automatism is the culmination of religo. It is present when re//go "becomes natural" or apparently effortless.
The physiological routines of an organism are "automatic." "Nothing" orders my legs to walk from here to there, rather I do so automatically for a purpose. Thus, I am religo in action.
Willfulness is its propellant.
6/6/05
The industriousness of automatism:
When on automatic the organism sees to it instantly, that the need is matched by performance. There is no room for delay or procrastination. The immediacy of response to demand is the very context of industriousness in a field where monads are in the tens of billions and all of them are acting simultaneously in the Now. Organisms are industriousness personified, and so this micro-industry spills into the macro-industriousness of Homofober, the fab-bricator. With hands-on and communication skills multiplying, industriousness explodes in the macro (the biosphere), from cottage industry to heavy industry to the megaindustry of the micro-industry, i.e. the mega finds itself in the micro, mediated by macro: intellection.
Miniaturization, complexity, and automatism are the triad that creates duration (the past), a religious journey. The industry of the man made, gross and clumsy compared to the industry of the organic, has reasons to seek automatism, the central virtue of the organic. This is where nanotechnology enters the stage, another feather on the cap of miniaturization, quasi-knocking at the door of the mega from its treasured micro-natured wilderness. (Man penetrating the cosmos.)
28/5/05
Life is profoundly reli-gious, as all organisms are. The more complex an organism, the more religious it is, because the more monads compose the organism, the more numerous the instances of bonding (religo) among them. In this sense (the rationale), a planet fully rile-gated is a non-mediated religion.
The "urban effect" is the vulgato of religion.
The urban effect is religo, the most complex manifestation of binding, and it seems to have degrees of interdependence and interaction higher than anything working in the solar system. The biosphere is the longest interactive phenomenon, but it is deprived of self-awareness of its components. Organisms, however, each with their indispensable halo of environmental components (contributors) linking awareness, are in a ledger below the religo of the city. Whereas the biosphere can do without the self-awareness of its members, whether the lily of the field or the salmon of the seas, the Homosphere is utterly dependent on the biosphere (sun included) and selfawareness.
That all organisms are profoundly religious also stands for the techno-social-cultural-hyper organisms. Reality does it all by her little self without mediators in sight: great spirits, gods, archangels. No intrusions of that kind. (This is the most incontrovertible statement I have ever made, forty years to get at it.) If nanotechnology is in a quest for "meaningful" bonding in the wilderness of the atomic and subatomic, then it is working at the very foundation of religiosity. In a way, it gives a face to the facelessness that reality seems to be about.
Thus, nanotechnology is the base of the escalator climbing from meaninglessness to meaningfulness, religion all the way, the religiosity of bonding, the religiosity of re//'go. Holy technology! Now here comes the dramaturgical bent of Homo sapieris' brain. Is it disruptive, destructive, or is the sneaky way of the esthetic investing in the nanotechnologlcal revolution? If life is the nanotechnologlcal becoming willful, then the evolutionary march of (incrusted) complexity has to dramatize its own pain and suffering (the esthetic world).
The rosary beads of nanotech-religo-drama-esthetic can be the carrier for the genesis of grace if the dramaturgical -esthetic does not fall from grace into the caldron of animism and theology. But the fall cometh and has lasted six million years, give or take one or two or three. It is the price we are paying for the blossoming of the esthetic. The "grace divine" is in search of itself while tunneling into the dumbness of pristine reality. The tunnel is wired bright by the esthetic objectifications. theater, and all the arts. The uncontainable brightness of a possible conclusion is entirely conjectural, hypothetical, and about the non-existent because the future does not exist. What has begun to exist is the passion for the creation of more past, the Becoming. That same Becoming contaminated by the animistictheological bias, the one tenacious encrustation that calls for blood: the "holy" invader with its "holy" wars. Animism (and theology) is a misguided attempt to pay homage to something greater than life: the "spirit." It is a wretched anticipation of the unspeakable and indulges in unspeakable deeds so as to remain faithful to the task. In fact, faith offers the sustaining and proclaimed guidance for whom?
Only for the faithful, the Hindu faithful, the )udeo faithful, the Christian faithful, the Islamic faithful... The whole animistic world is a gigantic conjectural machine of great dramaturgical power and no religious content (a zero content is no content).
As there is no causa prima, there is a presence prima (Big Bang?). Reality will need an immense contribution of faith to fathom "causa ultima" to find the black hole of naught. The Omega Seed, so to speak, of self-revelation is reality creating itself. This is only the first part of a longer paper. For the second half contact: PAOLO SOLERI, COSANTI FOUNDATION, ARC05ANTI, HC74, BOX 4136, MAYER, AZ 86333 2/6/05 It might help in the hypothesis of reality as space if we drop the connotation that space is a sort of casserole in which we can cook, fry boil, ..The episodes of reality are confronting us. There is no casserole of space, rather space is an unlimited number of self-cooking, self-creating novelties of the Becoming. Its metamorphoses are spellbinding! (And generates the past, the memory of itself.) Memorized and memorizing "machines" that we are, we are all absorbed in generating more pasts to enrich our memory banks, which collectively is the repository of self-creation.
The whole of reality, ourselves included, is the mistero tremendo. In our innocent arrogance we want to define it, yet are unable to see that we are the exact process of selfdefinition, all of the mistero tremendo included in its Becoming. The trueness of the process precluding the presence of Truth as causa prima.
